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M a n a g e r’s  N o t e
Since arriving in San Luis Obispo three months ago, bulls received from all 
across the state have adapted and settled in nicely here at the Bull Test Facility. 
Our management team and enterprise class has kept busy with everything from 
health checks to daily feedings, social media outreach to facilities maintenance. 
After successfully receiving 119 bulls,  we have since tagged, vaccinated, and 
administered rumen magnets as well as completed three weigh days. At our most 
recent weigh day, we vaccinated against anaplasmosis and trichomoniasis and 
provided a pour-on flyspray. This summer we’ve been functioning quite well 
with the crew of students that have stayed in the area and continue to help with 
the day-to-day Bull Test functions. Looking forward, we are excited to continue 
monitoring the progress and growth of the bulls over the course of the next few 
months as we gear up for semen testing, ultrasounding, and advertisement 
photography. 
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Flash from the Past 

Moving bulls at Poly Canyon Bull Test Site  (2005)



Nutrition:

We are continuing to measure 
the right amount of feed based 
off bunk scores determined by 
our 1-4 ranking, where one is an 
empty bunk and four is enough 
food to last until the next 
feeding. We are also working 
with the health committee to 
make sure the feed is accurately 
reflected by their health. 

Health:

The health committee is in full 
swing. Our twice-daily health 
checks ensure that they are 
getting enough food and have 
no abnormal health conditions. 
We are also maintaining the few 
bulls in our ‘sick pens’ to get 
them ready to go back with the 
group. 

Learn By Doing is the Cal Poly philosophy. The Cal Poly Bull 
Test and Sale is a course students take in the spring, continue 
to work on throughout the summer and into the fall quarter. 
Bull Test is a great introduction to the industry for students 
with little exposure to it, as they have the opportunity to learn 
from their peers as well as industry professionals. Students 
in a recent class recieved the opportunity to learn more 
about the value of structural soundness in bulls, specifically 
in relation to foot scoring. According to the American Angus 

Association’s guidelines, 
students looked at each 
foot and gave it a score 
from 1-9, with 5 being an 
ideal score. Enterprise 
members evaluated both 
the angle as well as the 
claw set and determined 
that almost all of the bulls 
in the test have scores 
ranging from 4-6. For 
more information on foot 
scoring, refer to the Angus 
Association’s Foot Scoring 
Guidelines. (Link available 
on Bull Test website).  

Learn By DoingCommittee Reports



My name 
is DeLisa 
Fracchia, I 
am a masters 
student in 
Agriculture 
Education. 
This is my 
first year 
being a part 
of the Bull 
Test. I am the 
Sponsorship 
and Event 
Planning 
Manager for 
this year’s 
65th Annual 
Bull Test 
and Sale. 

I received my undergraduate in Animal 
Science and got to be apart of Dr. 
McFarlane’s Advanced Beef class where 
we had so many opportunities to learn 
by doing. This year for the 65th Annual 
Bull Test and Sale we are excited to go 
back in history and bring back some old 
logos and memorabilia for the sale. We 
are also looking forward to working with 
some of our supporters to expand our 
social media, sponsorship outreach and 
educate our community about proper bull 
management. Having the opportunity to 
continue another year at Cal Poly has given 
me the ultimate learn by doing experience. 
I would not have this same opportunity to 
work with such amazing students and
professors.

Delisa Fracchia 
Agricultural Education Masters 
Event Planning Committee

Student Feature

Upcoming Events:
7/10 - July Weigh Day
8/13 - August Weigh Day
10/2 - Bull Preview 
         - Young Cattlemen’s
              Benefit Dinner                
10/3  -  Sale Day

Contact Cal Poly Bull Test with any questions or 
to sponsor the event by emailing 

bulltest@calpoly.edu. 


